Invitation to the
Sammy Ofer School of Communications' School Seminar

A lecture by:

Dr. Omri Yavin

The Sammy Ofer School of Communications, IDC Herzliya

on:

"Geography and Erotica in Hanoch Levin`s Neighborhood Plays"

Tuesday, 27 October 2009, 10:00 a.m., room C-228, Arazy-Ofer Building

Hanoch Levin (1943-1999) is nowadays considered, posthumously, as the most important and influential Israeli author in the fields of drama and theatre of the 20th century, and some would argue of all times. Hanoch Levin's drama is two-dimensional, and the unique way in which it combines and brings to interplay the universal-absurd with the local-political reflects the problematic of identity and identification of Israeli man.